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Blockchain based end of life solutions...
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Fantasy or
reality?!
Presented by Colin Cantrell & Carolyn Sechler

Nexus

About us…
Colin Cantrell blazing trails.. Carolyn Sechler humble cheerleader!
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What do you Hope to Take Away Today?
What attracted you to this presentation? This way we can be sure to make this
experience more valuable.

Brief visual representation of blockchain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xGLc-zz9cA
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Context.. common terms
1. Blockchain - an immutable ledger of events
recorded through a decentralized consensus
mechanism, utilizing this consensus as a form
of truth.
2. Smart Contract - a self executing contract
written in computer code that can govern
interactions between users with little need for
third party intervention
3. Cryptocurrency - a decentralized,
mathematically regulated currency that is
transmitted over a blockchain, and does not
require any central banking system to operate

Blockchain and estate planning
Examples HeirTrust enables an intuitive

and highly secure online inheritance will /
estate trust creation and management
system. Users have the ability to specify to
whom, when, and exactly how assets
should be distributed. HeirTrusts are safe,
immutable, and live in a perpetual state
until execution. All the benefits of a
traditional estate plan with none of the
pitfalls.

What makes blockchain technology
so useful:
1.

It is secure and immutable. It leverages
cryptography.

2.

It is trustworthy. The data is determined
through a global consensus process.

3.

It is both public yet private. It is on a
publicly shared, decentralized network,
yet only the holder of the private key can
manage their own data.
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Crypto-Wills… New Industry Terms
With blockchain: Electronic wills (aka “Crypto-Wills”)
could allow for a person to specify who they wish to leave
their possessions to, how, and with reassurance that the
will would be safe and secure.
This could be mathematically executed when you die,
after the assets are unlocked due to a programmed time
constant (1 year) of inactivity.

https://hackernoon.com/how-blockchain-could-make-life-death-easier-for-families-9c14ca4e3415

https://medium.com/@vishnu_3187/wills-and-testaments-on-the-blockchain-crypto-wills-9d2be9171a7d
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Cryptocurrency
With blockchain: Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin allow people to send digital
money electronically, securely, and quickly across geographical borders. All that’s
needed is a digital wallet (to store cryptocurrency) and the receiver’s wallet
address (to send money to.)
With blockchain: Property owners can transfer title of their house or other real
estate on the blockchain. It then gets recorded into public record, as long as it
meets legal requirements.
With blockchain: Terms and settlements between parties can be resolved
through mathematical law - meaning that you can reduce your dependency on
agreements being enforced through court of law or central institutions

What are Smart Contracts?
1. Smart contracts help you exchange money, property, shares, or
anything of value in a transparent, conflict-free way while avoiding the
services of a middleman.
2. They provide a means of exchanging assets and currencies across
the internet or between parties
3. They can be used to provide transparent voting systems, and
auditability in such results by anyone
4. Ability to issue assets or certificates that represent high value items
proving a high level of authenticity verification
5. They can show the transparent history of events associated with a
given supply chain for greater consumer confidence and
transparency.
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Digital wallet
1. A digital wallet is responsible for managing the
keys associated with your account
2. Your keys represent your ability to spend your
crypto-currency, your keys, your money
3. A digital wallet provides an interface to interact
with a blockchain network and submit
transactions
4. It is also is useful for managing the recipient
addresses in a convenient address book

Questions or Comments?

You can reach us at:
carolyn@nexus.io
or
colin@nexus.io
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